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This useful accessory protects the mouse cord from 
twisting and the objects on the table from the threat of 
being knocked over during hot gaming battles. Besides 
organizing the gaming space, bungee enhances perfor-
mance by eliminating mouse movement restrictions, 
which improves reaction speed. For additional functional-
ity, we have equipped this model with a four-port USB 
hub to make the bungee an even more useful gadget. 
The center weight and anti-slip feet hold the gadget in 
place, while the flexible silicone arm follows the move-
ment of the cord to prevent it from toppling over. The red 
LED backlight will bring extra fun into the gaming 
atmosphere. Feel the new level of convenience in the 
game!

features

 Prevention of cord tangling

 4-port USB 2.0 hub

 Red LED backlight

 Flexible silicone arm

 Embedded weight for cable tension stabilization

 Anti-slip rubber feet
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2 IN 1 GAMING MOUSE BUNGEE
AND 4 PORT USB HUB

Reliable stability
Anti-slip rubber feet

Special rubberized feet reliably 
protect the device from displace-
ment, increasing its stability. The 
weighted base and rubberized feet 
protect the gadget against falling or 
displacement in moments of sudden 
mouse movements, keeping items 
on the table safe and making the 
gaming space more organized.

Decoration of 
the gaming space
Red LED backlight

LED lighting provides aesthetic and 
atmospheric lighting for the gaming space 
during late gaming sessions. Using this 
gadget instead of a bright lamp can help you 
can to concentrate on the game and have a 
good rest.

Optimized weight
Weighted stable base

The base of this gadget has an embedded 
weight to make it as stable as possible. This 
is an essential feature for this type of gadget 
due to the need to provide a counterweight 
during the sudden movements of the 
mouse. Thanks to this, you can concentrate 
on the game as much as possible!

Versatility
4-port USB 2.0 Hub

This bungee model is equipped with a four-port USB 
hub to make the gadget even more functional and 
useful. You can connect four devices through the 
built-in hub, which makes the gadget an excellent 
assistant during the game and work.

Full control over
the mouse cord
Flexible silicone arm

Thanks to the flexible silicone arm, the gadget will 
not restrict the mouse's movement or topple over 
due to sudden shifts. Simultaneously, the bungee 
reliably protects the mouse cord from twisting and 
objects on the table from the threat of being knocked 
over caused by the chaotic movement of the cord. 
Elimination of the cord weight factor makes the 
mouse faster and more agile.


